islington
Events and Outings (2016 to 2017)
Here is a record of iU3As various events and outings. It’s not exhaustive and only captures
some of the key ones.

Islington Giving Events 2017
Your generous support for the iU3A activities during June
to raise money for Islington Giving has resulted in our
exceeding our target and collecting a total £2,250 for
this worthwhile charity. Thank you so much for all your
efforts and a special thank you to Derek Harwood for all
his hard work which has enabled us to achieve this
excellent outcome.
The Cripplegate Foundation covers Islington Giving's
administration costs, so all the money we raise goes to
support organisations and projects that are working with
people in Islington who are suffering from the effects of
poverty or isolation.
Clues Trail - Another successful Clues Trail was held this
year as part of our efforts to raise moneny for our local charity — Islington
Giving. 37 bought tickets for this event, which was held in the City. After being
briefed about the rules of the game — no use of GPS for example — the 6 teams
plotted their strategy. This year the teams set off radially for a circular circuit of
35 clues. There were also points for photo images identified around the circuit,
the number of Halls seen also on the circuit and some cryptic clues for pub
names. This sundial caught most teams out — being high on a building wall in
Cheapside.
The route ran through back streets and cut through many hidden alleys and we
were amazed by the areas we didn't know in the City. Also holding it on a
Sunday this year meant seeing the City at its best without worrying about the
traffic. This year all teams made it back early to the centre, to Ye Olde Watling
— avoiding any time penalties. After the answer sheets were scored the results
were announced with "Longer Walks — 2" being the winners and collecting their
prizes. But all agreed it was the taking part that mattered most and it was a
great way to spend an afternoon, getting to know each other better, learning
more about the City and supporting Islington Giving at the same time.
Walk to the Borough — This year, for a change, we didn't walk around the
borough but instead started at Barnet then walked in to the borough boundary
of Islington. We started at Totteridge & Whetstone, followed the Dollis Brook,
through Hampstead Garden Suburb, to Highgate then Queen's Wood and
eventually down Parkland Walk to Finsbury Park. 32 members took part by
walking at least a part of the full 11.5 miles and we raised over £410 for
Islington Giving. Some photos along the route can be seen here.

Bird Quiz
In November
2017 we held a
pub quiz with a
'bird' theme.
There were
rounds on bird
visual recognition,
bird audio (calls
and songs) and
well known
phrases or sayings with a bird connotation. Four teams battled it out. The visual
proved easier than the audio.....
The intent of the evening was to share knowledge on birds and have a bit of fun
and all felt the evening achieved its objectives!

